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Overview

• Why study nucleation?

• Strategies for atomistic nucleation 

• How quantitative can we be and under what circumstances?

• Polytypes and stacking disorder in ice nuclei

• Nucleation via metastable phases - ice 0



Motivation

[Vedre et al Atherosclerosis, March 2009, Abela et al American Journal of Cardiology, April 2009]

Mollusc shells

Sheets of aragonite  tablets 

Columns of calcite

Nudelman et al

Faraday Discuss. 

136, 9-25 (2007)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JtBZGXd5zo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JtBZGXd5zo


Energy benefit (bulk) : 

Energy penalty (surface) : 

Classical nucleation theory (CNT)



Classical nucleation theory (CNT)

Nucleation rates connect directly to experiment

Diffusivity of 

Density of liquid

Zeldovich factor, related to curvature at barrier top

For spherical nuclei



Strategies for computer simulation

Use classical nucleation theory (CNT)

Useful when barrier is high and dynamics are slow 

and diffusive

1. Use biased sampling (MD/MC) method to measure 

2. Fit        and         to resulting curve to calculate       and   

3. Simulate at       and compute       from MSD of   

Reinhardt, A. & Doye, J. P. K. J. Chem. Phys., 2012, 136, 054501  

Requires specialist codes, but structure of critical 

nucleus extracted from the MD/MC



Strategies for computer simulation

Use classical nucleation theory (CNT)

Useful when barrier is high, and dynamics are slow 

and diffusive
Knott et al. J. A. C. S., 2012, 134, 19544

Requires assumption of particular nucleus 

structure, but only off-the-shelf MD codes

1. Run swarms of standard MD trajectories with seed nuclei of size  

2. Compute mean drift  velocity                  at each  

3. Identify        as      with zero mean drift

4. Compute        from gradient of            at    

5. Fit       and       to  CNT              using 



Strategies for computer simulation

Brute force molecular dynamics simulation

Useful when barrier is low and dynamics are fast

B. Vorselaars and DQ, in preparation 2015



Strategies for computer simulation

Use a transition path sampling method 

1. Count the rate at which some small     is reached

2. Use specialist methods (FFS/TIS) to sample pathways crossing 

3. Determine fraction of these pathways which reach solid phase

Li et al PCCP., 2011, 13, 19807

Useful when barrier is high and dynamics are fast 

enough to sample a large number of trajectories

Various attempts to implement as wrapper to 

standard MD packages, however how best to 

compute      is an issue



Modelling water

Short-ranged two and three-body potential 



Nucleation simulations with mW

• Brute force molecular dynamics at 180K

• Critical nuclei ~ 66% cubic

• Forward Flux Sampling from 220K to 240K

• Critical nuclei contain ~ 50% cubic

• Umbrella sampling Monte Carlo at 220K

• Critical nuclei “predominantly cubic”



Ice 1 has two polytypes

Hexagonal ice 1h

Layers stack as ABABABA…..

Cubic ice 1c

Layers stack as ABCABCABC…



Growing ice from supercooled water
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Hexagonal Ice

Ice homogeneously nucleated at low temperatures is stacking disordered.

NOT cubic OR hexagonal but a mixture.



Stacking fault statistics in nuclei

• Stacking model

ABABA 0 0

ABCBC

ABACA

Nl Δg kln(2)

ABCAC

ABCBA

2Nl Δg kln(2)

ABCAB 3Nl Δg 0

• E.g. L = 5

(Removing sequences identical under 

cyclic permutations of labels or reversal) 

Sequence Energy Entropy

Δg = free energy difference per

molecule between cubic

and hexagonal ice.

Nl = molecules per layer.



ΔG and classical nucleation theory

• Expectation of % cubic molecules

• Points show CNT estimate of critical 

nucleus size using:

ΔG = 50 J mol-1 

ΔG = 30 J mol-1 

Units:

10 J mol-1 ≈ 0.0001 eV per H2O

≈ 0.006  kBT per H2O (200K)
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FIG. 1: Averagepercentageof moleculesin cubic layerswithin
ice nuclei of size N at temperature T according to the stack-

ing model described in the text with ∆ Ghc = 50J mol− 1.
Open circles denote the crit ical nucleus sizepredicted by clas-
sical nucleat ion theory using γsl = 33mJ m− 2 and ∆ Hfus =

6.01kJ mol− 1.

layer thereforeincreasestoward thecentreof thenucleus.

Experimental est imates for ∆ Ghc = NAδghc, the

Gibbs free energy di↵erence per mole between the two

polytypes, are obtained from the heat evolved ∆ Hhc on

transformingcubic icetohexagonal ice. Measurementsof

∆ Hhc are varied. Several measurements span the range

from 13 to 80Jmol− 1 [? ? ? ? ? ]. An explicit

dependence on temperature from 40J mol− 1 at 130K to

75Jmol− 1 at 170K hasbeen inferred from measurements

on micrometer droplets deposited on cold substrates [?

]. Measurements of the cubic ice vapour pressure by ?

have been used to calculate ∆ Hhc as lying between 125

and 185Jmol− 1 [? ], consistent with the 160Jmol− 1

measured by ? [? ].

One source of variat ion in these figures is the range of

methods by which ‘cubic ice’ is obtained from other ice

phases[? ], consistent with these samples actually rep-

resenting stacking disordered ice with varying degrees of

cubic content. It is therefore likely that most measure-

ments underestimate ∆ Ghc [? ], as pure cubic ice is yet

to be experimentally realised.

These are rather small energy di↵erences, however

their e↵ect on the structure of ice nuclei within above

stacking model is dramatic. Figure 1 plots the aver-

age number of molecules within cubic ice-layers as a

function of nucleus size and temperature using ∆ Ghc =

50Jmol− 1. The number of possible stacking fault loca-

t ions increases with the size of the nucleus, leading to an

entropy gain for stacking disorder. This competes with

the increase in energy associated with a larger number of

molecules in each cubic layer. The net result is a prefer-

ence for stacking disorder at high temperature and low

nucleussize. Asestimateof thecrit ical nucleussizeusing

classical nucleat ion theory (CNT) is also plotted, using

values of ice-water interfacial tension γsl and enthalpy of

fusion ∆ Hfus consistent with the work of ? [? ]. It

is clear that the cubic content of the crit ical nucleus de-

creases with increasing temperature, leading to nuclei of

almost pure hexagonal ice at sub-cooling of 50K or less.

Having established that a thermodynamic preference

for pure hexagonal nuclei at weak subcooling can be re-

covered from this simple stacking mode, the remainder

of this paper is concerned with accurately quantifying

∆ Ghc for the molecular models of water most commonly

employed in ice nucleation. The ability of these mod-

els to correct ly reproduce the ratio of cubic to hexagonal

polytypes in crit ical nuclei is hence determined and used

to assess their suitability for use in detailed nucleation

studies.

M W WAT ER M ODEL

The mW model was introduced by ? [? ]. Each wa-

ter molecule is represented by a single part icle which in-

teracts with its neighbours via two-body and three-body

terms, the latter favouring tetrahedral coordination envi-

ronments. In the absence of explicit hydrogen, the cubic

and hexagonal ice phases are direct ly analogous to dia-

mond and lonsdalite in tetrahedrally coordinates semi-

conductors. The melt ing temperature of this model has

been accurately quantified as Tm = 274.6K[? ].

The short ranged nature of interactions in this model,

coupled with a lack of explicit electrostat ic interactions

which eliminates theneed for expensive reciprocal latt ice

sums, makes this model substantially cheaper to simu-

late than all-atom representat ions of water. It has hence

proven very popular for studiesof icecrystallisation. Ini-

t ial studies used large-scale molecular dynamics to study

crystallisat ion via ‘brute force’ at 180K closeto thespin-

odal regimewherenucleation eventsarerather frequent[?

]. The result ing ice was found to be stacking-disordered

with hexagonal and cubic layers in a 2:1 rat io [? ]. ?

conducted umbrella sampling simulat ions at 200K [? ]

and observed crit ical nuclei predominantly cubic in char-

acter. They also observed that seed nuclei of either poly-

type resulted in persistence of that structure to larger

length scales during growth.

In contrast to all-atom models, it has proven possi-

ble to quantify the kinetics of ice nucleation in the mW

model. ? have presented an extremely thorough study

using Forward-Flux sampling[? ], over a temperature

range from 220 to 240K [? ]. In this study crit ical nuclei

were again observed to be stacking disordered, with cu-

bic and hexagonal regions measured in a 1:1 ratio. The

lowest experimental est imate of ∆ Ghc leads to forma-

t ion of 30% cubic nuclei at temperatures at 240K in the

above stacking analysis. It is therefore likely that the
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Finite size effects at 200K

ΔG =  0.4 to 2.6 J mol-1  in thermodynamic limit

c.f. published estimate 0 ± 30 J mol-1 

(Moore and Molinero PCCP 2011)
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Comparison of stacking energetics

• mW has almost exactly zero penalty for 

formation of cubic stacking faults

• Will nucleate stacking disordered ice at 

all temperatures
ΔG = 30 J mol-1 

mW

Li, Donadio & Galli 2011

Reinhardt & Doye 2011

Moore & Molinero 2011

DQ J. Chem. Phys. 2014, 141, 121101
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Figure 1| A new metastable ice phase and its role in the mW phase diagram. a, Crystal phases relevant to crystallization in order (from left to right) of

increasing chemical potential in the supercooled region at ambient pressure. b, Representation of the tetragonal unit cell of Ice 0. Oxygen atoms (red

spheres) occupy the positions of the T12 crystal structure whereas hydrogen atoms are placed randomly according to the Bernal–Fowler rules. Hydrogen

bonds are shown as yellow dashed lines between a pair of oxygen atoms within the unit cell box (green lines). c, P–T phase diagram of mW water.

Continuous lines indicate coexistence between the liquid phase and di erent crystal structures: Ice Ih/ Ic (blue), Ice 0 (red) and clathrate CS-II (green).

Dashed lines indicate constant chemical potential di erences between the liquid and Ice Ih/ Ic (β1 µ = − 0.721, in blue), and the liquid and Ice 0

(β1 µ = − 0.365, in red). The green dashed-dotted line is the Ic/ CS-II coexistence line. The red open circles indicate state points where homogeneous

nucleation is observed in simulations. d, Free-energy barriers for ice nucleation at five state points starting from P= 0 bar, T= 215.2 K (dotted–dashed red

line) and then two state points each on the following thermodynamic lines: β(µ liq − µ0 ) = 0.268 (red lines) and β(µ liq − µ Ic ) = 0.6 (blue lines). The

horizontal green-coloured band indicates the range of the barrier heights for state points with β1 µ = − 0.365. e, Free-energy barriers for ice nucleation at

state points with β(µ liq − µ0 ) = 0.268 (shifted vertically to improve readability). Symbols are results from umbrella-sampling simulations. Dashed lines are

best fits of the CNT expression 1 F= an+ bn2/ 3, and continuous lines are best fits to the newly proposed barriers for nucleation of crystals with core–shell

structures, 1 F= a0n+ b0n2/ 3 + c0n1/ 3.

is TIP4P/2005, an atomistic model that gives a more accurate
representation of water at supercooled conditions and yields
reliable thermodynamic predictions across the whole phase
diagram25,26. With theTIP4P/2005 model weaddress thestructural
and thermodynamic properties of Ice 0 and study the process of
heterogeneous nucleation. All details regarding the simulation
proceduresaregiven in theMethodssection.

Thermodynamic evidence for Ice 0
Our first step was to use free-energy calculations (seeMethods) to
computethephasediagram of mW water, shown in thepressure(P)

and temperature(T ) planein Fig. 1c (seeSupplementary Section II
for the phase diagram of TIP4P/2005 water). Continuous lines
mark the coexistence between the liquid and the different crystal
structures. In the P and T range considered, the relevant stable
phases are the clathrate crystals (either CS-II or HS-III structures)
at negative pressures27, and the Ih and Ic ices in the low-pressure
region.Thedifferencein freeenergybetween theIc and Ih structures
isbelow our resolution of 0.01kBT per moleculein thewholeregion
shown in Fig. 1c. We point out that, as expected, the new Ice 0 is
never the most stable phase, because it is pre-empted at negative
pressure by the CS clathrate and by Ice Ih/ Ic at positive pressure.
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New metastable form of ice and its role in the

homogeneous crystallization of water
John Russo1†, Flavio Romano1,2† and Hajime Tanaka1*

The homogeneous crystallization of water at low temperature is believed to occur through the direct nucleation of cubic (Ic)
and hexagonal (Ih) ices. Here, we provide evidence from molecular simulations that the nucleation of ice proceeds through
the formation of a new metastable phase, which we name Ice 0. We find that Ice 0 is structurally similar to the supercooled
liquid, and that on growth it gradually converts into a stacking of Ice Ic and Ih. We suggest that this mechanism provides a
thermodynamic explanation for the location and pressure dependence of the homogeneous nucleation temperature, and that
Ice 0 controls the homogeneous nucleation of low-pressure ices, acting as a precursor to crystallization in accordance with
Ostwald’s step rule of phases. Our findings show that metastable crystalline phases of water may play roles that have been
largely overlooked.

T
he crystallization of water into ice is the most ubiquitous
and important freezing transition on Earth, playing acentral
role in many scientific and technological fields1–4 such as

atmospheric icecloud formation, geological processessuch asfrost
heaving, and biological ones such as freezing-induced cell-damage
and food preservation2,5–8. In the case of ice clouds, for example, it
isbelieved that icecrystallites in theatmospherecan form through
homogeneousnucleation in pre-existing liquid aerosols. Water also
showsasurprisingability toresist crystallization,becausepurewater
can be easily supercooled far below its melting temperature; water
dropletshaveindeed been found in deep convectivecloudsdown to
− 37.5 ◦ C(ref.6).At even lower temperatures,alimit of supercooling
is reached, called the homogeneous nucleation line, below which
water undergoesrapid crystallization. Why liquid water hassuch a
large temperature range of metastability, and what determines the
slopeof thehomogeneous-nucleation lineasafunction of pressure,
arestill unanswered questions.

Crystallization of deeply supercooled water has been studied
experimentally by freezing water inside nanopores9,10, by
decompression or warming of high-pressure ices11,12, by solutions
of electrolytes13, or inside water droplets emulsified in an oil
matrix14–16. Diffraction patterns from these experiments showed
peaksthat deviatefrom what isexpected from thepurecubic (Ic) or
hexagonal (Ih) icephases, and revealed astacking of hexagonal and
cubic layers17. Owing to the experimental difficulties in accessing
the short time and length scales of ice nucleation, which is an
activated process, some simulation studies have aimed at a more
microscopic understandingof thecrystallization process18,19. Direct
simulation of water crystallization still represents a demanding
computational challenge, which has been partly overcome in
recent years by adopting more efficient models and advanced
computational techniques20–22. These studies confirmed that ice
formed at low temperatures is characterized by a stacking of
cubic and hexagonal layers and the presence of quasi-five-fold
twin grain-boundary structures21. It was also suggested that
the homogeneous-nucleation line is associated with structural
transformationsin theliquid phase23.

The main structural property of water, a consequence of its
strong and highly directional hydrogen bonding, is the tetrahedral

arrangement of nearest neighbours.Thelocally tetrahedral structure
of water iscompatiblewithalargevarietyof crystal structures,which
despite being metastable with respect to the Ih and Ic crystals can
be reflected in the structure of the supercooled liquid state and
haveasignificant effect on thenucleation pathway of ice. To assess
the importance of metastable crystal phases we have undertaken a
systematic investigation of the thermodynamic stability of several
tetrahedral crystalline structures (F. R., J. R. and H. T., manuscript
in preparation), borrowed from the known crystalline phases of
group 14 elements and four-coordinated compounds. We have
found that one such structure, a recently proposed allotrope for
silicon, carbon and germanium called T12 (ref. 24), is also a
mechanically stable phase for two of the most popular models of
water, mW (monoatomic water) and TIP4P/2005. A representation
of the crystal structure is shown in Fig. 1b, where the oxygen
atomsoccupy thepositionsof theT12 structureand thehydrogens
form a disordered network of hydrogen bonds according to the
Bernal–Fowler rules for water1. The unit cell is tetragonal and
contains 12 water molecules. Here, we report a crystallization
scenario for water centred around this metastable form of ice
that we call Ice 0 (we provide an in-depth characterization of
its structural and crystallographic properties in Supplementary
Section I). We show that Ice 0 has several structural features close
to those of liquid water, and argue that it is this ‘friendliness’
with the liquid that makes this ice polymorph important in
the initial liquid-to-crystal transformation process. We also show
that the growth of cubic/hexagonal ice in supercooled water is
controlled by the presence of this new ice polymorph, which
facilitates crystallization by lowering the free-energy cost for the
formation of small ice clusters and the liquid/crystal interface.
This scenario has important implications in our understanding of
water crystallization.

We present both Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics
simulations for two different water models. The first is the mW, a
coarse-grained model that has proved very successful in retaining
most of the relevant properties of water while giving access to
timescales where nucleation events can be directly simulated in
large systems23. This allowed us to address the thermodynamics
and kinetics of water crystallization. The other model we employ
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Summary

• Quantitative (if inaccurate) calculation of nucleation rates from molecular simulation is 

becoming possible for ‘real’ systems..

• .. provided (very) cheap models are available.

• Unlikely to be be predictive for some time, but trends should be accessible.

• Quantifying sources of error likely to be very challenging.

• Existing simulations do open up new questions!
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